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Start over

Refresh and renew
There’s nothing sadder than a house in need of love, 

The Safeguard range combines advanced design 

colours, specially selected hardware and all the 

house and turn it into a beautiful and comfortable 

Respect and progress
Safeguard is the result of expert thinking – the kind of 
thinking that goes beyond expectations and makes 
the next step: more features that insulate, more seals 
to protect from the weather, improved strength and 

components, more responsibly-sourced materials and 
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Come on home

world-class products that meet the highest standards of performance but 

that include all the features that today’s homeowners want: outstanding 

Safeguard has a gentle, sculptured shape and slim sections that allow your 

complete system and it can be used to create almost any style of window 
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Softly, softly 

chemicals or paints to keep it looking good and it has such great insulating 
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Ultimate  

the Passivhaus movement which aims to produce buildings which need very little 
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Your home is  

the world outside, you should be able to relax 

knowing that the people and the things that you 

keep intruders out and their insulating properties 

development and the latest cutting-edge 

equipment, testing and modelling, Safeguard has 

performance, acoustic insulation, strength, 

durability, build-quality and security features are 

Approved
Safeguard windows and 
doors can be made to the 

has, since its inception, aimed 
to use a combination of good 
design and security features 
to reduce the incidence of 

 

The Safeguard system is highly 
accredited to, and exceeds the 

Regulations, and is KitemarkedTM 

in the UK under internationally-
recognised standards of 
environmental and quality 

quality and long lifespan of 

you’ll need to make use of our 
guarantee but, for your peace of 
mind and reassurance, it’s there, 
covering you for any defects in 
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Your

and doors that alter the amount of light in your home, the way you use your rooms, even the way you 

options, and explain all the features 
 

make are the right ones for your 
home, your family and for the way 

Creating your ideal home can  
take time, but we’d like to help you 

bold new blend of quality, style and 

 
enough to make those things part  

 
 

primaries, smart greys, gentle shades 

the warm tones of wood, that’s no 
 

 
of shades and textures, specially 
selected hardware, and fabulous 
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Casement windows

Safeguard can be used to make all types of casement: everything from a single 

opener to an imposing bay, or even a charming, French-style window with side-
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and  

right amount for safe and secure 

Turn the handle again and the 

window can swing right into your 
room, opening up all sorts of 

 

These ingenious windows with their clean, simple lines 

are perfect for modern homes, but their real beauty 

makes cleaning the exterior surfaces easy and safe, 

issues, or your exterior space means that outwards 

opening windows are impractical, the tilt-inwards 

Tilt and Turn windows are highly insulated and protect 

your home from the elements, year after year, with 

thermal-barrier technology and proven weather 

access problems as the window can be opened and 
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doors 
 

 

of a family home, need next to no maintenance, and year after year they’ll keep  

locks provide all the security you need, but discreetly, because these doors are 

panel designs and smart, high-quality door furniture allow you to express your 

because we believe in harmony, the frames match our sculptured windows so that 
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doors

core is sealed inside a moulded skin of durable and 

 

door that’s as tough as old boots but which has all  

they won’t shrink and let draughts whistle around your 

in steel reinforced Safeguard outer frame, can provide 

outstanding thermal performance and protect you from 

There’s an almost endless variety of styles – something  

to suit every home, whether it’s traditional or modern, 

tech materials, composite doors 
are more than able to cope with 

is thick, durable and scratch 

use in a busy home, your door 

composite doors are set into steel-reinforced 
frames which can be made to Secured 

multi-point locking systems from the most 
advanced manufacturers, it’s why we choose 
the best door slabs and why all glazed 
panels use toughened or even laminated 

Character

period detail, classic colours or 

There’s no limit to what you can  
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French doors 
For centuries, French doors have been making 

indoors, better views of the world outside and the 

simple convenience of stepping outdoors without 

leaving the room you’re in – it’s no wonder they’re 

The timeless design, graceful proportions and 

elegance remain – but now there are virtually 

maintenance-free materials, highly-secure locking 

systems and advanced glass that’s not only 

toughened for your safety but also able to help 

gently-sculptured shape and slim structure are 

ideal for French doors, allowing the best possible 

outwards opening styles depending on your space 

and simple, or full of authentic period details, French 

doors can transform your home indoors, your life 
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doors

Safe

whatever its size or layout, is 
designed and proven to be safe, 
surpassing the requirements of 

our doors in extreme weather 
conditions and proven they’re  

is toughened for your safety and 

home, and we know that a big 

gone back to the drawing board to 
ensure that our sliding doors have 

technology, anti-bump, multi-hook 
locks, systems that meet Secured 

streamlined design, that doesn’t 

to operate and easy to live with, 

Perfect for entertaining or for 

appreciate the view from your warm 
 

 

steel tracks and you can feel the connection between 

 

panes in the door itself, you can opt for an even more 

sliding doors anywhere: to step onto the patio or to 

 

of a hideaway at the bottom of your garden – a 
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PLANITHERM 
GLAZING

Making a Difference
Safeguard’s stylish frames and Planitherm’s 
high performance glass provide the perfect 
combination of comfort and security.

Planitherm’s modern glazing can maximise 
your home’s comfort. Whether you’re looking 
for warmth, a peaceful night’s sleep or to 
enjoy a sun-filled room without overheating, 
Planitherm’s the perfect high performance glass. 

Energy Standard

A special coating on the glass 
captures the warmth from natural 
daylight, stopping 56%* more internal 
heat escaping than older-style double 
glazing. So, as energy prices rise, it 
costs less to keep your home warm.

Comfort

A built-in transparent layer makes 
Comfort glass harder to break through 
and is designed to meet the official 
police security initiative ‘Secured 
by Design’ standard when used in 
an approved frame. It also provides 
20%* better noise reduction than 
older-style double glazing, stops 56%* 
more internal heat escaping and even 
helps protect furniture from fading by 
blocking 99%** of damaging UV rays. 

Comfort Plus

Enjoy the same security, noise 
reduction and UV protection benefits 
as Comfort glass while taking control 
of temperatures in sunny south- and 
west-facing rooms and large glazed 
areas such as bi-fold or patio doors. 
An invisible coating blocks out 50% 
of external heat from the sun while 
keeping in 63%* more internal heat.

Glass that makes a difference

For more details about the performance characteristics of each of 
the Planitherm Comfort Features, please visit www.planitherm.com

*Compared with a 4mm/16mm cavity/4mm (uncoated) Double Glazed Unit filled with air. 
**Calculated from UV transmittance in accordance with EN 410.
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Hardware

home needs a modern style for the front door, including handles, numerals and 

YOUR HOME
your choice
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Rosewood  
 

 
on Tan 

 

Rosewood  

 

 

Cream on Cream on  

 

Claystone  Sage Smooth  

Colours shown in this brochure should be used for guidance only as 
the limitations in photographic and printing processes may mean 

Premium Finishes Premium Plus Finishes

Colours shown in this brochure should be used for guidance only as the limitations in photographic and printing processes may mean that colours of products vary from those illustrated.

   Rosewood on 
White

Agate Grey on 
White

Agate Grey on 
Agate Grey

Irish Oak on Irish 
Oak

Irish Oak on White

Anthracite Grey 
on White

Chartwell Green 
on Chartwell 
Green

Chartwell Green 
on White

Anthracite Grey 
Smooth on Anthracite 
Grey Smooth

Anthracite Grey 
Smooth on White

Cream on White Slate Grey Finesse on 
Slate Grey Finesse

Slate Grey Finesse 
on White

Kensington Grey on 
Kensington Grey

Kensington grey 
on White

Rosewood on 
Rosewood

Anthracite Grey on 
Anthracite Grey

Cream on Cream White Foil on 
White Foil

Light Oak on Light 
Oak
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PERFORMANCE
glazing
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can trust
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installation is guaranteed against 

break in through failure of the 

hardware for 10 years from  

Excess Cover

security performance of our 

products, in the unlikely event that 

a break-in occurs though failure of 

the hardware, we guarantee your 

windows against forced entry for  

You can claim up to: 

 

by our 10 year warranty via your 

installer*, and will be replaced 

should a mechanical failure of the 

*Your windows  must be serviced 
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as standard and have been tested under stringent independent conditions 

achieve, so if you want to ensure your home has the highest level of security 

 

 

FEELING SAFE 
AND SECURE
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are accredited and KitemarkedTM
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window and door systems has been thought out – 

long-term reliability and its eventual re-use through 

refuses to compromise and is the ideal system for those 

avoids unnecessary shipping and consequent product 

manufacturing facilities include state-of-the-art design, 
testing and production equipment and the team 

workforce operates to an approved environmental-



 

 

 

 

 

 

 


